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ABSTRACT

Empirical investigations of saxophone and clarinet per-
formance are important for a thorough understanding of
the human motor skills required to musically operate wood-
wind instruments. In this paper, we discuss two methods
of detecting tonguing related landmarks in a sensor saxo-
phone reed signal. We give detail about the reed signal’s
characteristics under three typical playing instructions (le-
gato, portato and staccato articulation) and define detec-
tion tasks for physical tone onsets and tone offsets. When
the player’s tongue contacts the reed, the oscillations are
dampened and the reed is bent towards the mouthpiece
(tongue-reed contact). Removing the tongue from the reed
returns it to its equilibrium position (tongue-reed release).
From these observations we derive two landmark detection
functions: a heuristic for peak detection, based on thresh-
olding the smoothed reed signal, and a wavelet-based ana-
lysis, operating on specific sub-bands of the reed signal.
When evaluating both methods, the wavelet analysis re-
vealed better results using our current test dataset.

1. INTRODUCTION

To investigate how humans interact with musical instru-
ments during skilled musical performance, empirical stud-
ies require the analysis of large data sets [1]. The raw data
captured during studies of music performance may include
audio recordings [2], video capture [3] or signals retrieved
from sensors attached to musical instruments [4, 5].

For the analysis of specific sensor signals, such as our
sensor saxophone reed [6], landmark detection functions
(LDF) have to be developed for each new measurement
setup.

For instruments that do not provide symbolic data (i.e.,
MIDI), state-of-the-art algorithms from music information
retrieval can be used to roughly transcribe performances
from audio material [7]. However, these algorithms were
developed to track perceptual note onset times and may not
define physical note onsets and offsets with the precision
that is required for performance analysis.
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Specifically developed detection functions demand care-
ful evaluation of the results to ensure their reliability when
making statements about the underlying performance. In
this paper we describe two different approaches of detect-
ing tongue-reed interaction in sensor saxophone reed sig-
nals: A peak detection function, based on thresholding the
smoothed reed signal, and a wavelet-based analysis. Fi-
nally we evaluate the analysis results of both methods un-
der different levels of stringency.

Articulation on single-reed woodwind instruments

When playing on single-reed woodwind instruments, the
sound of consecutive played tones depends on the articu-
lation technique used [8–10]. In contrast to legato play-
ing, when the player blows constantly and only varies the
fingerings, portato articulation and staccato articulation re-
quire tongue–reed interaction in order to control note be-
ginnings and note endings.

A reliable, automated detection of these physical note on-
sets and note offsets from the sensor reed signal is essen-
tial, to investigate the motor control mechanisms in expres-
sive woodwind performance.

2. METHOD

Sensor Reed Signal Properties

Strain-gauge sensors attached to woodwind single-reeds
have been shown to capture the bending of the reed dur-
ing performance. These signals contain precise informa-
tion about tongue–reed interactions without environmental
interference [6]. We observed different reed signals for dif-
ferent articulation techniques (see Figure 1). Whereas in
legato playing (top panel) no tongue-reed contact (TRC)
occurred, tonguing in portato articulation and staccato ar-
ticulation was clearly visible (middle and bottom panel).
During TRC the tongue pressed the reed towards the mouth-
piece and thereby dampened the reed vibrations. To start
the next tone, the tongue released the reed (tongue-reed re-
lease, TRR) [10].

2.1 Signal smoothing method

In our previous study on finger and tongue coordination
in saxophone performance, we analysed the sensor reed
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Figure 1. Alto-saxophone sensor reed signals showing the note transitions (e4–d4–c4) under a tempo instruction of 179
ms inter-onset interval (audio sampling rate 11 kHz). Legato articulation without tonguing (top); portato articulation with
tongued note onsets (tongue reed release, TRR) and note offsets (tongue reed contact, TRC)(middle); staccato articulation,
with extended tongue reed contact time (bottom)

signal with a rather simple approach, following two steps
[11]:

Preprocessing

A smoothing function (Butterworth, low pass filter, 15 Hz)
removed the high frequency oscillations, which occurred
during sound production. Artefacts of the filter (i.e., phase
shift) were ignored.

Landmark detection function

Local maxima above a certain threshold (40 % quantile of
all maximum levels) were marked as potential TRRs and
minima were marked as TRCs. Saddle points (pairs lo-
cated on the same level of the smoothed signal) were auto-
matically removed. For the calculations, external libraries
(signal, msProcess) were used in the R-statistics software
package [12].

The high error rate (multiple detections of one event) re-
quired a manual second step, in which the landmarks were
verified by visual inspection before further processing was
allowed. This time consuming procedure was possible for
a relatively small data set containing 8700 tones, but is not
a suitable method for further empirical studies with larger
datasets.

2.2 Wavelet-based method

In the following section, we will discuss a LDF based on
wavelet decomposition of the reed signal. A multireso-
lution analysis (MRA) is considered to be a suitable tool
for time critical signal analyses (i.e., drum pattern tran-
scription in audio material) [13–15]. The computational
efficient pyramid algorithm calculates the wavelet coeffi-
cients, which represent the energy distribution over time
and frequency, with O (N log2N) [16]. The external li-
braries (wmtsa, msProcess) were used in the R-statistics
software package [12].

Preprocessing

The reed signal was decomposed into eleven sub-bands
using the Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform
(MODWT, J0 = 11). The advantage of the MODWT over
a Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is that the MODWT
is well defined for any sample size and the resulting sub-
bands (details D̃J and smooth S̃J0

) are associated with
zero phase filters. The Daubechies least asymmetric 8-tap
filter LA(8) was chosen, because its phase properties allow
direct reference from the MODWT coefficients to actual
times in the original signal [16].

The choice of level J0 = 11 allows investigations of
relevant sub-bands, starting from the smooth with a hor-
izontal spacing between individual coefficients with S̃J0 :
λ114t = 211 · 1000ms

11025Hz = 185.76ms (5.38Hz). Large
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Figure 2. Maximal Overlap Discret Wavelet Transform of sensor reed signal showing staccato articulation: The figure
shows the input signal (top) with detected landmarks (TRC: red circle, TRR: green circle) and the details D̃11−5 (below).
The D11–D8 landmark detection function labeled maxima (green) and minima (red) in detail D̃11. These positions were
refined to extrema of D̃10, D̃9 and D̃8.

scale fluctuations, caused by temperature effects to the strain
gauge [17], were thereby isolated in S̃J0

and do not further
affect the analysis of the details D̃J .

The horizontal time spacing of the multiresolution anal-
ysis (MRA) sub-bands can be calculated, by seeing the
MODWT as a constant-Q filter bank with octave spaced
centres of the filters. Each higher sub-band contains double
the time resolution as the previous sub-band (D̃11:τ114t =
92.88ms; D̃10: τ104t = 46.44ms; D̃9:τ94t = 23.22ms;
D̃8: τ84t = 11.61ms).

Landmark detection function

D̃11 was used to detect the reed displacement caused by
the tongue. Maxima of D̃11 (maximum displacement of
the reed towards the mouthpiece) were marked as TRR,
because the following signal decrease is an indicator that
the player released the tongue. As a logical consequence,
a TRC must have happened before a TRR. Consequently,
minima were labelled as TRC and maxima as TRR. To pre-
cise the position, these labels were shifted to the extrema
in sub-bands with a better time resolution (D̃10, D̃9 and
D̃8: τ84t = 11.61ms). This LDF will be abbreviated as
D11–D8.

Figure 2 depicts the wavelet-based landmark detection
for staccato tone transitions: First, maxima and minima
of D̃11 were labelled. These rough landmarks were then

refined to extrema of D̃10, D̃9 and afterwards to those of
D̃8.

3. EVALUATION

3.1 Dataset

Our test dataset contained 1744 visually annotated land-
marks, based on sensor reed signals similar to the material
from our previous study [11]. For this evaluation, we used
eighth-note melodies, played with portato and staccato ar-
ticulation, in three tempo conditions (IOI = 250ms, 178.6
ms, 144.2ms), performed by six alto-saxophone players
in our laboratory.

3.2 Measures

To compare both LDFs, the standard measures precision,
recall and F-measure were used. Recall describes the com-
pleteness of the search and precision gives status about the
quality of the search results. F-measure combines the two
previous measures by the following equation:

F = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

(1)

Starting from the annotated ground truth, the existence
and number of detected landmarks around the annotated
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Landmark Det. Func. % F-meas. % Prec. % Rec. % F-m. % Prec. % Rec. % F-m. % Prec. % Rec.
WindowSize ±25ms ±15ms ±10ms
TRC–Sig. smoothing 78.7 74.5 83.3 43.3 41.1 45.9 3.3 3.1 3.4
TRR–Sig. smoothing 85.5 81.0 90.5 72.3 68.5 76.5 33.3 31.5 35.2
TRC–Wavelet analysis 95.2 95.5 94.8 90.1 90.5 89.8 55.0 55.2 54.8
TRR–Wavelet analysis 95.4 95.7 95.1 76.6 76.9 76.4 51.2 51.4 51.0

Table 1. F-measure, precision and recall for both landmark detection functions proposed in Section 2. Results for
both tasks: TRC (tongue-reed contact, note offset) and TRR (tongue-reed release, note onset) detection within a ±25ms,
±15ms and ±10ms evaluation window are given and explained in Section 4.

events was checked. A single detection was counted as
one true positive, whereas double detections were consid-
ered as one true positive and one false positive. A missing
landmark was counted as one false negative. Remaining
landmarks, not matched to annotated events, were counted
as false positives. The strictness of such an evaluation is
defined by the size of the evaluation window. Usually a
±25ms evaluation window is used to check onset-detection
functions working on percussive material [7]. For articu-
lation detection, a higher accuracy of the detected events
might be necessary, so ±15ms and ±10ms evaluation
windows were additionally considered.

4. RESULTS

Comparison of both LDFs

Table 1 shows the results for the two LDFs described in
Section 2. For the smoothing method (see Section 2.1.),
only the automated detection of potential landmark posi-
tions was applied to the dataset, without manual correction
steps.

Overall, the wavelet-based analysis gave better results in
the F-measure of both detection tasks (> 95% within a
±25ms evaluation window). The wavelet-based analy-
sis also gave better results for precision (> 95% within
a ±25ms evaluation window) than the smoothing method
(> 74%). False positive detections, a main problem of
the smoothing method, were reduced by using the wavelet
LDF.

The choice of the evaluation window had a significant
influence on the quality measure. Within the±25ms eval-
uation window both LDFs performed quite well (Smooth-
ing LDF F-measure: > 78%; Wavelet LDF F-measure:
> 95%). A reduction of the evaluation window to±15ms
showed a significant difference in the behaviour of both
methods. The wavelet LDF showed a better score for TRC
detection (F-measure: 90.1%) compared to the smooth-
ing LDF (F-measure: 43.3%). Both LDFs showed simi-
lar results for TRR detection (Smoothing LDF F-measure:
72.3%; Wavelet LDF F-measure: 76.6%). A further reduc-
tion of the evaluation window to ±10ms showed clear su-
periority of the wavelet approach’s accuracy, especially in
TRC detection (Smoothing LDF F-measure: 3.3%; Wavelet
LDF F-measure: 55.0%).

5. DISCUSSION

We developed two different methods to extract physical
note onsets (and note offsets) from sensor saxophone reed
signals, with the aim of enabling automated examination
of large datasets of woodwind performances.

We compared the reliability of both proposed detection
functions under different parameters of detection accuracy
and found that the wavelet-based LDF outperformed the
signal smoothing method.

Direct comparisons of our detection results with state-of-
the-art onset detectors are not possible because these algo-
rithms were evaluated on larger testset, containing various
types of musical recordings from different genres and en-
vironments (F-measure between 70% and 87% [7, 18]).

The archived F-measure of > 90% (for TRC detection
with wavelets, within a±15ms evaluation window) meets
our criteria and will be used in future studies to analyse
saxophone and clarinet performances’ sensor reed signals.
A detailed examination of the reasons for the decreasing F-
measure of 76.6% for the TRR detection task is intended.

Finding the right balance between a sufficiently power-
ful, but not over-fitted detection function still remains a
difficult task. The current wavelet LDF (D11–D8) is de-
signed to accommodate different playing speeds and ar-
ticulation techniques, but may be limited to sensor reed
signals within a certain amplitude range. To further inves-
tigate the question of the detection quality, an evaluation
with complex musical pieces, including varying dynamics,
is required.

In the future, we aim to optimize our approach towards
an online articulation detection function. This may enable
the development of woodwind sensor instruments, which
provide feedback about the actual performance in a learn-
ing situation or can be used as interfaces to physical mod-
elling based sound synthesis in contemporary music per-
formances.
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